The British Club of The Hague
What you can look forward to in the month of SEPTEMBER 2018
Friday 7

11.30
for
12.00

International Buffet Lunch
A very ‘personal’ 90th Anniversary event!
Club Members will bring a wonderful range of
signature dishes from their home country for you to
enjoy. This is your chance to try savoury and sweet
treats, carefully prepared by someone who can tell
you about the origins and significance of the dish
they have made.
If you wish to attend, please ensure that you have
SIGNED UP (at the Club or by mail to
activitiesbch@gmail.com) and PAID €5.00 per
person, either in cash to Isy Randall or via bank
transfer.

After
lunch?

Improve your Bridge with John Macfarlane
Mahjong

Thursday 13

11.30

Visit to the Gemeentemuseum, Den Haag for the
Art Nouveau exhibition
“A new art for a new, improved society”. That is
what many artists and designers were seeking
around 1900. After a century of styles that literally
quoted from the past, a new form of language
emerged, based on asymmetry, curved lines and
organic decorative motifs. The Netherlands played
its own unique role in this artistic quest. In this
country, Art Nouveau fizzed with a desire to
innovate and with idealism, but it was also a search
for the authentic. In this interdisciplinary exhibition,
the Gemeentemuseum will showcase fin de siècle
decorative arts in a broad context, making the
dynamics of the age (1884-1914) visible, tangible
and recognisable in the 21st century, when
authenticity and craftsmanship are once more
highly prized.
Details:
There will be no guide for this tour.
Meet inside the entrance to the museum.
Cost: Free with a MuseumCard, or €15.00 per
person without a MuseumCard
Afterwards: lunch, a snack or a drink at the
Museum café (at your own expense)
If you would like to join this visit, please add your
name to the sign-up sheet at the Club, or email
Deppy at activitiesbch@gmail.com

Friday 14

Friday 21

IMPORTANT
The Parish is organising a conference which will
take up every available space. The Club will
consequently be CLOSED this week.
10.30

Seniors’ Coffee Morning
Luise van der Meer will set up a special table for
‘the Seniors’.

12.00

Bridge: John Macfarlane is likely to be unavailable
this week.
Mahjong

Friday 28

10.45

Readers’ Discussion Group
Watch this space (or probably, a different space)!
The book choice for September is still to be
confirmed.

12.00

Improve your Bridge with John Macfarlane
Mahjong

STILL TO
COME!

Thursday,
18 October

Grand Finale Lunch at the Kurhaus
Not quite the last special event to mark the Club’s 90
Anniversary, but almost!

th

We shall enjoy a sumptuous meal (hot and cold
buffet, dessert) at one of the locations where
Members used to get together for lunch in the
Club’s early days.
At this stage you can find further information, and
a sign-up sheet, at the Club.
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